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With you every step of the way
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AGRI-COVER® Roll Tarps

Reliable Manual and Electric Tarping Systems


Delivering reliability with every roll since 1981, AGRI-COVER® Roll Tarp Systems are fine tuned for the uncompromising weather and diverse production of North America. Our focus on innovation, premium materials and long-lasting performance ensures superior protection with every load. Ranging from manual to electric roll tarps and hopper conversions, Agri-Cover, Inc. has the solution for you!
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SRT-2® SPOOL ROLL TARP
The original SRT-2® Spool Roll Tarp stands the test of time. Precision crafted with spring loaded spools and tensioning ratchets for unparalleled performance, especially in windy conditions. The anodized aluminum, telescoping crank handle with flex drive offers a steady, smooth rolling operation. From the 3 in. aluminum roll tube with rope channel to our custom, crimped end caps, SRT-2® Spool Roll Tarps deliver a full spectrum of control.
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EZ-LOC® HD ROLL TARP
The premium EZ-LOC® HD Roll Tarp offers undeniable protection for your most valuable assets. A durable 3 in. aluminum roll tube paired with an in-roll tube cable return provides exceptional performance in any weather. Easily control the tension of the tarp using our heavy duty, 21 spline U-joint. The completely welded tarp construction with UV resistant vinyl remains flexible to -40° F. EZ-LOC® HD Roll Tarps help cultivate your profits.
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EZ-LOC® ROLL TARP
The dependable, economical EZ-LOC® Roll Tarp is a cost-effective advantage to any operation. The in-roll tube bungee return helps to quickly and easily roll tarp closed when utilizing the adjustable crank handle. Our heavy duty U-joint with 21 splines offers direct tension control while the 2 in. corrosion resistant aluminum roll tube with rope channel minimizes wear. EZ-LOC® Roll Tarps provide greater value with long lasting quality.
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AGRI-COVER® SIDE LOCKING TARP
AGRI-COVER® Side Locking Tarp provides protection from the elements at a remarkably low price. Manufactured with custom, crimped end caps and commercial grade, UV resistant vinyl to make every load count. The quick release aluminum tarp stops open and close freely for easy removal and the integrated set screws eliminate tube sliding. Ready to work when you are, AGRI-COVER® Side Locking Tarps get the job done.





ELECTRIC TARP CONVERSIONS

Operate your system with ease, upgrade your equipment with electric tarp and hopper conversions. Save time and increase productivity by tarping on the go. The convenient on/off control keeps the driver out of the dust, rain and harm’s way. Stay protected, clean and on schedule with our wide variety of electric conversions.
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ROLTEC® ELECTRIC TARP CONVERSION
Transforms your EZ-LOC® HD Roll Tarp, EZ-LOC® Roll Tarp, AGRI-COVER® Side Locking Tarp or other side locking tarps to electric on trailers up to 58 ft. Featuring a 194:1 gear ratio with preassembled spring-loaded front arm and internal wiring to prevent pinch points. Our adjustable, universal mounting bracket is simple to install. The innovative ROLTEC® Electric Tarp Conversions deliver reliable everyday solutions.
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SRT-2™ ELECTRIC TARP CONVERSION
Converts manual SRT-2® Spool Roll Tarp or other spool roll tarp systems to electric on applications up to 27-1/2 ft. Utilizes existing spring-loaded spools, the electric motor with a 90:1 gear ratio easily fits between the box and cab, only 7 in. minimum clearance is required. Get the power you need to get more done in a day, SRT-2™ Electric Tarp Conversion delivers dependable service.
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ECONOMICAL ELECTRIC TARP CONVERSION
Converts EZ-LOC® Roll Tarp, AGRI-COVER® Side Locking Tarp or other side locking tarps to electric on trailers up to 40 ft.  The motor has a 90:1 gear ratio and combine with a sturdy synthetic cable return to easily close and open the tarp. The universal mount fits most applications. Cover your box with the push of a button. Our Economical Electric Tarp Conversions are designed for every need around the farm.
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ROLTEC™ ELECTRIC HOPPER CONVERSION
Adapts hoppers with 1 in. diameter drive shafts to electric. From the three-point, high clearance design for maximum stability to split-sprocket technology eliminating the need to cut most drive shafts. The corrosion resistant, sturdy metal housing delivers undeniable protection to withstand harsh weather and road conditions. The ROLTEC™ Electric Hopper Conversions will be an asset to your operation.
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877-708-4787

3000 Hwy 281 SE

Jamestown, ND, 58401

Monday - Friday

7:30am - 5:00pm (CST)
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